
Abstract—5G will provide broadband access everywhere, en-
tertain higher user mobility, and enable connectivity of massive
number of devices (e.g. Internet of Things (IoT)) in an ultra-
reliable and affordable way. The main technological enablers such
as cloud computing, Software Defined Networking (SDN) and
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) are maturing towards
their use in 5G. However, there are pressing security challenges in
these technologies besides the growing concerns for user privacy.
In this paper, we provide an overview of the security challenges in
these technologies and the issues of privacy in 5G. Furthermore,
we present security solutions to these challenges and future
directions for secure 5G systems.

Index Terms—Security; 5G Security; SDN; NFV; Cloud; Pri-
vacy; Communication Channels

I. INTRODUCTION

The vision of 5G wireless networks lies in providing very

high data rates and higher coverage through dense base station

deployment with increased capacity, significantly better Qual-

ity of Service (QoS), and extremely low latency [1]. To provide

the necessary services envisioned by 5G, novel networking,

service deployment, storage and processing technologies will

be required. Cloud computing provides an efficient way for

operators to maintain data, services and applications without

owning the infrastructure for these purposes. Therefore, mobile

clouds using the same concepts will bring technologically

distinct systems into a single domain on which multiple ser-

vices can be deployed to achieve a higher degree of flexibility

and availability with less Capital Expenditures (CapEx) and

Operational Expenses (OpEx).

Softwarizing the network functions will enable easier porta-

bility and higher flexibility of networking systems and ser-

vices. Software Defined Networking (SDN) enables network

function softwarization by separating the network control and

data forwarding planes. SDN brings innovation in networking

through abstraction on one hand and simplifies the network

management on the other hand. Network Function Virtual-

ization (NFV) provides the basis for placing various network

functions in different network perimeters on a need basis and

eliminates the need for function or service-specific hardware.

SDN and NFV, complementing each other, improve the net-

work elasticity, simplify network control and management,

break the barrier of vendor specific proprietary solutions, and

thus are considered highly important for future networks. Yet

with these novel technologies and concepts, network security

and user privacy remain a big challenge for future networks.

Wireless communication systems have been prone to secu-

rity vulnerabilities from the very inception. In the first gen-

eration (1G) wireless networks, mobile phones and wireless

channels were targeted for illegal cloning and masquerading.

In the second generation (2G) of wireless networks, message

spamming became common not only for pervasive attacks

but injecting false information or broadcasting unwanted

marketing information. In the third generation (3G) wireless

networks, IP-based communication enabled the migration of

Internet security vulnerabilities and challenges in the wireless

domains. With the increased necessity of IP based communi-

cation, the fourth Generation (4G) mobile networks enabled

the proliferation of smart devices, multimedia traffic, and new

services into the mobile domain. This development led to more

complicated and dynamic threat landscape. With the advent of

the fifth generation (5G) wireless networks, the security threat

vectors will be bigger than even before with greater concern

for privacy.

Therefore, it is crucial to highlight the security challenges

that are threatening not only due to the wireless nature of

mobile networks, but exist in the potential technologies that

are highly important for 5G. In this paper, we highlight the

security challenges that are on the forefront of 5G and need

prompt security measures. We further discuss the security

solutions for the threats described in this paper. The rest of

the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the

key security challenges followed by security solutions for the

highlighted security challenges in Section III. The paper is

concluded in Section IV.

II. KEY SECURITY CHALLENGES IN 5G

5G will connect critical infrastructure that will require more

security to ensure safety of not only the critical infrastructure

but safety of the society as a whole. For example, a security

breach in the online power supply systems can be catastrophic

for all the electrical and electronic systems that the society

depends upon. Similarly, we know that data is critical in

decision making, but what if the critical data is corrupted

while being transmitted by the 5G networks? Therefore, it

is highly important to investigate and highlight the important

security challenges in 5G networks and overview the potential

solutions that could lead to secure 5G systems. The basic

challenges in 5G highlighted by Next Generation Mobile

Networks (NGMN) [2] and highly discussed in the literature

are as follows:
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• Flash network traffic: High number of end-user devices

and new things (IoT).

• Security of radio interfaces: Radio interface encryption

keys sent over insecure channels.

• User plane integrity: No cryptographic integrity protec-

tion for the user data plane.

• Mandated security in the network: Service-driven con-

straints on the security architecture leading to the optional

use of security measures.

• Roaming security: User-security parameters are not

updated with roaming from one operator network to

another, leading to security compromises with roaming.

• Denial of Service (DoS) attacks on the infrastructure:

Visible nature of network control elements, and unen-

crypted control channels.

• Signaling storms: Distributed control systems requiring

coordination, e.g. Non-Access Stratum (NAS) layer of

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) protocols.

• DoS attacks on end-user devices: No security measures

for operating systems, applications, and configuration

data on user devices.

The 3GPP working group i.e. SA WG3 [3] is actively

involved in determining the security and privacy requirements,

and specifying the security architectures and protocols for 5G.

The Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [4] is dedicated to

accelerating the adoption of SDN and NFV and publishes

technical specifications including specifications for security of

the technologies.

The 5G design principles outlined by NGMN beyond radio

efficiency are: creating a common composable core and simpli-

fied operations and management by embracing new computing

and networking technologies. Therefore, we focused on the

security of those technologies that will fulfill the design

principles outlined by NGMN i.e. mobile clouds, SDN and

NFV and the communication links used by or in between these

technologies. Due to the increasing concerns for user privacy,

we have also highlighted the potential privacy challenges. The

security challenges are pictured in Fig. 1 and presented in

Table 1. Table 1 provides an overview of different types of

security threats and attacks, the targeted elements or services

in a network, and the technologies that are most prone to the

attacks or threats are tick-marked. These security challenges

are briefly described in the following sections.

A. Security Challenges in Mobile Clouds

Since cloud computing systems comprise various resources

which are shared among users, it is possible that a user spread

malicious traffic to tear down the performance of the whole

system, consume more resources or stealthily access resource

of other users. Similarly, in multi-tenant cloud networks where

tenants run their own control logic, interactions can cause

conflicts in network configurations. Mobile Cloud Computing

(MCC) migrates the concepts of cloud computing into the 5G

eco-systems. This creates a number of security vulnerabilities

that mostly arise with the architectural and infrastructural

Figure 1. 5G network and the threat landscape.

modifications in 5G. Therefore, the open architecture of MCC

and the versatility of mobile terminals create vulnerabilities

through which adversaries could launch threats and breach

privacy in mobile clouds [5].

In this work, we categorize MCC threats according to

targeted cloud segments into front-end, back-end and network-

based mobile security threats. The front-end of the MCC

architecture is the client platform which consists of the mobile

terminal on which applications and interfaces required to

access the cloud facilities run. The threat landscape on this seg-

ment may range from physical threats; where the actual mobile

device and other integrated hardware components are primary

targets, to application-based threats; where malware, spyware,

and other malignant software are used by adversaries to disrupt

user applications or gather sensitive user information [6], [7].

The back-end platform consists of the cloud servers, data

storage systems, virtual machines, hypervisor and protocols

required to offer cloud services. On this platform, security

threats are mainly targeted towards the mobile cloud servers.

The scope of these threats may range from data-replication to

HTTP and XML DoS (HX-DoS) attacks [8], [9].

Network-based mobile security threats are targeted towards

the Radio Access Technologies (RATs) that interface mobile

devices to the cloud. This may be traditional Wi-Fi, 4G Long

Term Evolution (LTE) or other novel RATs that will come

with 5G. Attacks in this category include Wi-Fi sniffing, DoS

attacks, address impersonation, and session hijacking [6], [8].

Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is another key area

of interest in analyzing the security challenges in 5G mobile

clouds. C-RAN has the potential of addressing the industry’s

capacity growth needs for higher mobility in 5G mobile



Table I
SECURITY CHALLENGES IN 5G TECHNOLOGIES.

Security Threat Target Point/Network Element
Effected Technology

Privacy
SDN NFV Channels Cloud

DoS attack Centralized control elements X X X

Hijacking attacks SDN controller, hypervisor X X

Signaling storms 5G core network elements X X

Resource (slice) theft Hypervisor, shared cloud resources X X

Configuration attacks SDN (virtual) switches, routers X X

Saturation attacks SDN controller and switches X

Penetration attacks Virtual resources, clouds X X

User identity theft User information data bases X X

TCP level attacks SDN controller-switch communication X X

Man-in-the-middle attack SDN controller-communication X X X

Reset and IP spoofing Control channels X

Scanning attacks Open air interfaces X X

Security keys exposure Unencrypted channels X

Semantic information attacks Subscriber location X X

Timing attacks Subscriber location X X

Boundary attacks Subscriber location X

IMSI catching attacks Subscriber identity X X

communication systems [10]. C-RAN is however prone to

inherent security challenges associated with virtual systems

and cloud computing technology, for instance, the centralized

architecture of C-RAN suffers the threat of single point of

failure. Other threats like intrusion attacks where adversaries

break into the virtual environment to monitor, modify, or

run software routines on the platform while undetected also

constitutes substantial threats to the system [10].

B. Security Challenges in SDN and NFV

SDN centralizes the network control platforms and enables

programmability in communication networks. These two dis-

ruptive features, however, create opportunities for cracking

and hacking the network. For example, the centralized control

will be a favorable choice for DoS attacks, and exposing

the critical Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to

unintended software can render the whole network down [11].

The SDN controller modifies flow rules in the data path,

hence the controller traffic can be easily identified. This makes

the controller a visible entity in the network rendering it a

favorite choice for DoS attacks. The centralization of network

control can also make the controller a bottleneck for the

whole network due to saturation attacks as presented in [12],

[13]. Since most network functions can be implemented as

SDN applications, malicious applications if granted access can

spread havoc across a network [14].

Even though NFV is highly important for future com-

munication networks, it has basic security challenges

such as confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and non-

repudiation [15], [16]. From the point of view of its use in

mobile networks, it is presented in [17], [18], that the current

NFV platforms do not provide proper security and isolation

to virtualized telecommunication services. One of the main

challenges persistent to the use of NFV in mobile networks

is the dynamic nature of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs)

that leads to configuration errors and thus security lapses [19].

Further challenges are highlighted in Table 1, but the main

challenge that need immediate attention is that the whole

network can be compromised if the hypervisor is hijacked [15].

C. Security Challenges in Communication Channels

5G will have complex ecosystem involving drones and air

traffic control, cloud driven virtual reality, connected vehicles,

smart factories, cloud driven robots, transportation and e-

health. Thus the applications need secure communication sys-

tems that support more frequent authentication and exchange

of more sensitive data. Also, many new players such as public

service providers, Mobile Network Operators (MNOs), and

cloud operators will get involved with these services. In such

an eco-system several layers of encapsulated authentications

are required at both network access and service levels, and

frequent authentication is required between actors.

Before 5G networks, mobile networks had dedicated com-

munication channels based on GTP and IPsec tunnels. The

communication interfaces, such as X2, S1, S6, S7, which

are used only in mobile networks, require significant level of

expertise to attack these interfaces. However, SDN-based 5G

networks will not have such dedicated interfaces but rather

common SDN interfaces. The openness of these interfaces

will increase the possible set of attackers. The communication

in SDN based 5G mobile networks can be categorized in

to three communication channels i.e. data channel, control

channel and inter-controller channel [20]. In current SDN

system, these channels are protected by using TLS (Transport

Layer Security)/ SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) sessions [21].

However, TLS/SSL sessions are highly vulnerable to IP layer

attacks [22], SDN Scanner attacks [23] and lack strong au-

thentication mechanisms [24].

D. Privacy Challenges in 5G

From the user’s perspective, the major privacy concerns

could arise from data, location and identity [25]. Most smart

phone applications require details of subscriber’s personal

information before the installation. The application developers



or companies rarely mention that how the data is stored and

for what purposes it is going to be used. Threats such as

semantic information attacks, timing attacks, and boundary

attacks mainly target the location privacy of subscribers [26].

At the physical layer level, location privacy can be leaked by

access point selection algorithms in 5G mobile networks [27].

International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) catching at-

tacks can be used to reveal the identity of a subscriber by

catching the IMSI of the subscriber’s User Equipment (UE).

Such attacks can also be caused by setting up a fake base

station which is considered as preferred base station by the

UE and thus subscribers will respond with their IMSI.

Moreover, 5G networks have different actors such as Virtual

MNOs (VMNOs), Communication Service Providers (CSPs)

and network infrastructure providers. All of these actors have

different priorities for security and privacy. The synchro-

nization of mismatching privacy policies among these actors

will be a challenge in 5G network [28]. In the previous

generations, mobile operators had direct access and control

of all the system components. However, 5G mobile operators

are losing the full control of the systems as they will rely

on new actors such CSPs. Thus, 5G operators will lose the

full governance of security and privacy [29]. User and data

privacy are seriously challenged in shared environments where

the same infrastructure is shared among various actors, for

instance VMNOs and other competitors. Moreover, there are

no physical boundaries of 5G network as they use cloud based

data storage and NFV features. Hence, the 5G operators have

no direct control of the data storing place in cloud envi-

ronments. As different countries have different level of data

privacy mechanisms depending upon their preferred context,

the privacy is challenged if the user data is stored in a cloud

in a different country [30].

III. POTENTIAL SECURITY SOLUTIONS

In this section, we highlight security solutions for the

security challenges outlined in the previous section. The chal-

lenges of flash network traffic can be solved by either adding

new resources or increasing the utility of existing systems

with novel technologies. We believe that new technologies

such as SDN and NFV can solve these challenges more

cost effectively. SDN has the capability to enable run-time

resource, e.g. bandwidth, assignment to particular parts of

the network as the need arises [31]. In SDN, the controller

can gather network stats through the south-bound API from

network equipment to see if the traffic levels increase. Using

NFV, services from the core network cloud can be transferred

towards the edge to meet the user requirements. Similarly,

virtual slices of the network can be dedicated only to areas

with high density of UEs to cope with flash network traffic.

The security of the radio interface keys is still a challenge,

that needs secure exchange of keys encrypted like the pro-

posed Host Identity Protocol (HIP) based scheme in [32].

Similarly, the user plane integrity can be achieved by end-to-

end encryption technologies suggested in [33], [24]. Roaming

security and network-wide mandated security policies can be

achieved using centralized systems that have global visibility

of the users’ activities and network traffic behavior e.g. SDN.

The signaling storms will be more challenging due to the

excessive connectivity of UEs, small base stations, and high

user mobility. C-RAN and edge computing are the potential

problem solvers for these challenges, but the design of these

technologies must consider the increase in signaling traffic

as an important aspect of the future networks as described

by NGMN. Solutions for DoS attacks or saturation attacks

on network control elements are presented in the following

sections.

Due to space limitation and for brevity the security solutions

for the threats in technologies described in the previous section

are listed in Table II and the methodologies are described

below.

A. Security Solutions for Mobile Clouds

Most proposed security measures in MCC revolve around

the strategic use of virtualization technologies, the redesign of

encryption methods and dynamic allocation of data processing

points. Hence, virtualization comes as a natural option for

securing cloud services since each end-node connects to a spe-

cific virtual instance in the cloud via a Virtual Machine (VM).

This provides security through the isolation of each user’s

virtual connection from other users. Similarly, service-based

restriction will also enable secure use of cloud computing tech-

nologies. For example, the authors in [51], proposed “Secure

Sharing and Searching for Real-Time Video Data in Mobile

Cloud”, an infrastructure that leverages on cloud platform and

5G technology to secure cloud services and enable mobile

users share real-time videos on 5G enabled clouds. Unlike

existing solutions where users with shared links are able to

access such online video feeds, this architecture restricts access

to only authorized viewers. For specific security threats such

as HX-DoS, specific solutions such as learning-based systems

e.g. [9] are more useful than generic approaches. For example,

the learning-based system [9] take a certain number of samples

of packets and analyze them for various known attributes to

detect and mitigate threats.

To secure the mobile terminals, the use of anti-malwares

could well improve the overall resistance to malware attacks.

Anti-malware solutions are installed on the mobile terminal

or hosted and served directly from the cloud [7]. In MCC

data and storage, the security framework will consist of energy

efficient mechanisms for the integrity verification of data and

storage services in conjunction with a public provable data

possession scheme and some lightweight compromise resilient

storage outsourcing. For application security, some proposed

frameworks are based on securing elastic applications on

mobile devices for cloud computing, lightweight dynamic

credential generation mechanism for user identity protection,

in-device spatial cloaking mechanism for privacy protection

as well as MobiCloud which is a secure cloud framework for

mobile computing and communication [50].

For Radio Access Network (RAN) security, a cloud based

framework i.e. C-RAN is proposed for optimizing and provid-



Table II
SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES AND SOLUTIONS

Security Technology Primary Focus
Target Technology

Privacy
SDN NFV Channels Cloud

DoS, DDoS detection [34], [35] Security of centralized control points X X

Configuration verification [36], [37] Flow rules verification in SDN switches X

Access control [38], [39] [40] Control access to SDN and core network elements X X X

Traffic isolation [41] Ensures isolation for VNFs and virtual slices X

Link security [42], [24], [43] Provide security to control channels X X

Identity verification [44], [45], [46] User identity verification for roaming and clouds services X

Identity security [47], [48] Ensure identity security of users X

Location security [26], [27] Ensure security of user location X

IMSI security [49] Secure the subscriber identity through encryption X

Mobile terminal security [7] Anti-maleware technologies to secure mobile terminals X

Integrity verification [50] Security of data and storage systems in clouds X

HX-DoS metigation [9] Security for cloud web services X

Service access Control [51] Service-based access control security for clouds X

ing safer RANs for 5G clouds. In [52], authors described how

C-RAN can dynamically enhance the end-to-end performance

of MCC services in next generations wireless networks. How-

ever, for C-RAN to meet this demand, it needs to provide

a high level of reliability comparable to traditional optical

networks like Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), and

one way to achieve this is through the massive adoption of

mechanisms like fiber ring network protection, which presently

are mostly found in industrial and energy fields [53].

B. Security Solutions for SDN and NFV

Due to the logically centralized control plane with global

network view and programmability, SDN facilitates quick

threat identification through a cycle of harvesting intelligence

from the network resources, states and flows. Therefore,

the SDN architecture supports highly reactive and proactive

security monitoring, traffic analysis and response systems to

facilitate network forensics, the alteration of security policies

and security service insertion [54]. Consistent network security

policies can be deployed across the network due to global

network visibility, whereas security systems such as firewalls

and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) can be used for specific

traffic by updating the flow tables of SDN switches.

The security of VNFs through a security orchestrator in

correspondence with the ETSI NFV architecture is presented

in [55]. The proposed architecture provides security not only

to the virtual functions in a multi-tenant environment, but also

to the physical entities of a telecommunication network. Using

trusted computing, remote verification and integrity checking

of virtual systems and hypervisors is proposed in [56] to

provide hardware-based protection to private information and

detect corrupt software in virtualized environments.

C. Security Solutions for Communication Channels

5G needs proper communication channels security not only

to prevent the identified security threats but also to maintain

the additional advantages of SDN such as centralized policy

management, programmability and global network state visi-

bility. IPsec is the most commonly used security protocol to

secure the communication channels in present day telecom-

munication networks such as 4G-LTE[57]. It is possible to

use IPsec tunneling to secure 5G communication channels

with slight modifications as presented in [22] and [24].

Moreover, the security for LTE communications is provided by

integrating various security algorithms, such as authentication,

integrity and encryption. However, the main challenges in such

existing security schemes are high resource consumption, high

overhead and lack of coordination. Therefore, these solutions

are not viable for critical infrastructure communication in 5G.

Thus a higher level of security for critical communication

is achievable by utilizing new security mechanisms such

as physical layer security adopting Radio-Frequency (RF)

fingerprinting [58], using asymmetric security schemes [59]

and dynamically changing security parameters according to

the situation [21]. Similarly, end-to-end user communication

can be secured by using cryptographic protocols like HIP as

presented in [60].

D. Security Solutions for Privacy in 5G

5G must embody privacy-by-design approaches where pri-

vacy is considered from the beginning in the system and many

necessary features must be available built-in. A hybrid cloud

based approach is required where mobile operators are able to

store and process high sensitive data locally and less sensitive

data in public clouds. In this way, operators will have more

access and control over data and can decide where to share

it. Similarly, service oriented privacy in 5G will lead to more

viable solution for preserving privacy [61].

5G will require better mechanisms for accountability, data

minimization, transparency, openness and access control [25].

Hence during the standardization of 5G, strong privacy regu-

lations and legislation should be taken into account [29]. The

regulatory approach can be classified into three types [62].

First is the government level regulation, where governments

mainly make country-specific privacy regulations and through

multi-national organizations such as the United Nations (UN)

and European Union (EU). Second is the industry level, where

various industries and groups such as 3GPP, ETSI, and ONF

collaboratively draft the best principles and practices to protect



privacy. Third is the consumer level regulations where desired

privacy is ensured by considering consumers requirements.

For location privacy, anonymity based techniques must be

applied where the subscriber real identity could be hidden and

replaced with pseudonyms [63]. Encryption based practices

are also useful in this case, for instance message can be

encrypted before sending to Location-Based Services (LBS)

provider [64]. Techniques such as obfuscation are also use-

ful, where the quality of location information is reduced in

order to protect location privacy [65]. Moreover, location

cloaking based algorithms are quite useful to handle some of

major location privacy attacks such as timing and boundary

attacks [26].

IV. CONCLUSION

5G will use mobile clouds, SDN and NFV to meet the

challenges of massive connectivity, flexibility, and costs. With

all the benefits, these technologies also have inherent security

challenges. Therefore, in this paper we have highlighted the

main security challenges that can become more threatening

in 5G, unless properly addressed. We have also presented the

security mechanisms and solutions for those challenges. How-

ever, due to the limited standalone and integrated deployment

of these technologies in 5G, the security threat vectors cannot

be fully realized at this time. Similarly, the communication

security and privacy challenges will be more visible when

more user devices e.g. IoT are connected and new diverse

sets of services are offered in 5G. To sum it up, it is highly

likely that new types of security threats and challenges will

arise along with the deployment of novel 5G technologies

and services. However, considering these challenges right from

the initial design phases to the deployment will minimize the

likelihood of potential security and privacy lapses.
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